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TRANSFORMER CONVERTIBLE SUP/KAYAK PADDLE
 

New Transformer adjustable 3-part stand up paddle board SUP paddle offers excellent performance and great grip with

adjustable height and shaped handle. This SUP paddle is a 3 piece, break apart paddle making it great for travel and

portable storage. Compare to over $200 by other suppliers!

Our advanced foldable SUP paddles come with convenient mesh storage pouch that can be used for paddle storage

and let water evaporate to keep paddle dry.

What makes our Transformer SUP paddles so unique and innovation, is an additional paddle blade that can be snapped-

on instead of removable T-handle, converting SUP paddles into kayak paddles. Furthermore, angled shape and size of

the blade provides much better and longer stroke then regular kayak paddle. Now there is no need to carry 2 paddles,

one for kayak and one SUP. You can have 2-paddles-in-1!

 

         

 

Assembled paddles are adjustable from 74" to 82" long, and its weight is about 30 oz. When folded, longest part of the

paddle is 38.5". Advanced, spring-soft spoon bended blade, 4 positions lock adjustment and anodized aircraft grade

aluminum shaft makes these paddles perfectly suited for any type of regular or inflatable stand up paddle board.

Customer's comments about our SUP paddle:

"Hi, Just wanted to write and congratulate you on producing an awesome bit of kit here. I have used a wide selection

of SUP paddles and the quality of this paddle rivals that of paddles four or five times the price. No flex either. I have

an inflatable Sevylor SUP - if the quality of the paddle is anything to go by it looks like I should have bought one of

your SUP's instead. Thanks again for a great travel paddle. You guys are way underrated." Mark

 

SUP paddle comes with second blade that can be snapped on instead of T-handle

Paddle shown with T-handle removed and second blade attached.


